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1. Realization Software / Application 

With the new test systems, new universal components are implemented, allowing for a more comfortable and fast-
paced work method enabling maximum individuality. For this purpose, the software concept has been completely 
redesigned: It is based on the time-tested TestManager, where the test sequences can be assembled and 
parameterized. The respective Toolmonitors which can be modularly integrated via the TestManager are a new 
addition. 

 

The Toolmonitors from the software interface to the used test hardware, serve as a database connection and 
manage resources which are shared by multiple test positions simultaneously. 

Through user-configurable interfaces (RS232, Visa, CAN, LIN, MOST, IEC, ...) any hardware can be addressed. In 
an own, separate designer, graphical user interfaces can be customized individually. Furthermore, a script-engine 
based on .NET is integrated, in which application-specific functionality can be programmed. 

 

Available Toolmonitors for multi-meters, power supplies, data acquisition cards and IO interfaces allow quick 
implementation of standard functions in the application. This enables already embedded systems from a large 
selection of devices to be selected without having to adjust the sequence in the actual testing process. For this, a 
standardized interface was developed, which provides the corresponding commands for the same relevant tasks - 
regardless of which tool is used in the background.  

 

For these standard tasks, universal steps were developed for the TestManager, which - tailored to the Toolmonitors 
specifically - can solve highly complex tasks with simple parameterizations. They allow simple configuration for 
parallel or sequential processing of multiple positions within a step (Test Scenario: One TestManager for several 
test positions). Mixed operation is also possible; this saves test cycle time and resources. The parameters used for 
the respective test tasks were kept as simple as possible - without losing sight or track of the variety of tasks to be 
measured. Thus, both quick and easy test scenarios can be realized as well as the most demanding tasks - all with 
a few universal steps.  

 

With our test systems, in addition to a precise examination, nothing is more important than an optimized test time 
and economic resource costs. To combine this, a completely new resource sharing has been implemented. A 
locking hardware allows for short, exclusive access to the appropriate Toolmonitor. Time-consuming test 
sequences (RF generator, BT, WiFi, on-board programming, etc.), in which a parallel processing of the individual 
positions is possible, can be managed by the so-called ResourceManager. In this case, an intelligent resource 
management takes over the responsibility for controlling the test sequence as well as the assignment of the 
hardware at the corresponding positions. 
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2. At a Glance 

2.1. Toolmonitors 

Modularly integrated tools in the TestManager. They enable simplified access to hardware via a graphical user 
interface and can be integrated into a modular system. 
 
Basis Toolmonitors for quick fixes: 

 Multimeter 
 PowerSupply 
 SerIO (mechanical connection) 
 ULC (integration of ULC data acquisition card) 
 AudioAnalyzer 
 SerialLine (freely configurable interfaces such as RS232, Visa, CAN, LIN, MOST, IEC, ...) 
 Script Editor based on .NET 
 Standardized interface for TestManager 
 Integrated designer to create your own surfaces 
 Logic Designer; Specially conceived possibility of graphical programming for mechanical processes 

(soft PLC). 
 Communication between the individual Toolmonitors is possible - even across PC’s. 
  

2.2. Universal Steps 

Through the standardized interface of the various Toolmonitors, a few universal steps could be developed to cover 
a large part of the test tasks. 
 
The following universal steps are available: 

 Measuring step (integration of any measuring device such as multi-meter, ULC card, 
AudioAnalyzer, PicoScope, ...) 

 PSU-Step (Set of arbitrary power supplies) 
 Stimuli-Step (Set of multiplex cards, digital ports on the proven path principle) 
 Communication-step (direct communication to freely configured interfaces and execution of own 

functions of the Script Editor using any Toolmonitor) 
 Sample & Analyze Step (Recording of measurement curves on streamable measuring equipment 

such as ULC card, AudioAnalyzer, PicoScope, ...) 

The universal steps offer the following advantages: 
 Simple parameterization by focusing on the essentials 
 Parallel and / or sequential processing of multiple positions within a step 
 Integration of Step - Libraries have a better overview and more transparent 

 

2.3. Resource Management 

This is a newly developed concept for resource-efficient testing at multiple positions. Several TestManagers access 
a pool-shared Toolmonitor back to the same hardware. 
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2.4. Locking 

Exclusive access to a Toolmonitor. The Toolmonitor is suspended for the duration of access to other test locations. 
A graphical interface in each tool indicates which test system is currently accessing. 

2.5. ResourceManager 

Intelligent Resource-sharing. This Toolmonitor, which is shared by all test positions, administers the test procedures 
and gives "permission" in blocks to run tests. This time-consuming test sequences can be executed simultaneously. 
If a certain hardware is occupied it will try also to test in this hardware configuration, or - if not possible - work off 
another block. Thus, the test time is reduced to a minimum without much hardware effort. This handling is 
independent of the version that is being tested, even across PC’s. 
 

For more information, please see extra documentation about the ResourceManager. 

 


